Every clock is a physical system and thereby ultimately quantum. A naturally arising question is thus how to describe time evolution relative to quantum clocks and, specifically, how the dynamics relative to different quantum clocks are related. This is a particularly pressing issue in view of the multiple choice facet of the problem of time in quantum gravity, which posits that there is no distinguished choice of internal clock in generic general relativistic systems and that different choices lead to inequivalent quantum theories. Exploiting a recent unifying approach to switching quantum reference systems [1, 2], we exhibit a systematic method for switching between different clock choices in the quantum theory. We illustrate it by means of the parametrized particle, which, like gravity, features a Hamiltonian constraint. We explicitly switch between the quantum evolution relative to the non-relativistic time variable and that relative to the particle's position, which requires carefully regularizing the zero-modes in the so-called time-of-arrival observable. While this toy model is simple, our approach is general and, in particular, directly amenable to quantum cosmology. It proceeds by systematically linking the reduced quantum theories relative to different clock choices via the clockchoice-neutral Dirac quantized theory, in analogy to coordinate changes on a manifold. This method overcomes the multiple choice problem here, showing that it is actually a multiple choice feature of the complete relational quantum theory, taken as the conjunction of Dirac and reduced quantized theories. Precisely this conjunction permits to consistently switch between different temporal reference systems, which is a prerequisite for a quantum notion of general covariance.
Introduction
In non-relativistic and special relativistic physics, we are used to time t being described as a non-dynamical parameter or family of parameters with respect to which dynamical degrees of freedom evolve. While such a conception of time has been extremely successful in describing experiments, it is important to remind oneself that this is an idealization and that such an 'externally given' time can never actually be measured in a physical experiment. Any real experiment determining the dynamics of some quantity Q is based on a clock T and any clock is a physical system itself. At best, the experimenter can hope that T features a simple and monotonic behavior in the external t. However, as shown in [3] , no physical clock, described by quantum theory itself, can provide a perfect measure of the abstract t as it would always feature a non-vanishing probability for occasionally running backwards in t. This is related to Pauli's observation [4] that there is no observable for time in standard quantum mechanics. Hence, even if one wanted to determine Q(t), one can only determine Q(T ). There is no possibility to verify that T ∝ t; at best one could try to synchronize clocks and employ some other clock T ′ and check T (T ′ ), etc. Any physical notion of time is thus a relational one and so measured and defined by physical temporal reference systems, which we usually call clocks. In particular, we consider coincidences between dynamical systems, often synchronizing one with respect to another, when recording time evolution in practice. Owing to the universality of quantum theory, every temporal reference system is ultimately quantum in nature and so a fundamentally relational description of physics faces the task to consistently describe dynamics relative to quantum systems. This question arises naturally and necessarily in quantum gravity and leads to the infamous problem of time [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Essentially, it is the problem of how to extract the dynamics from a non-perturbative quantum theory of gravity, which cannot be quantized with respect to some background (coordinates) because, owing to the diffeomorphism symmetry of general relativity, there is no background with respect to which the gravitational field evolves. This leads to the a priori seemingly timeless Wheeler-DeWitt equation from which one has to extract a dynamical interpretation, by using some dynamical quantum degrees of freedom as physical reference systems with respect to which to describe the remaining physics. This has led to the relational paradigm and a considerable amount of work on relational observables, which encode how dynamical degrees of freedom are described relative to others .
There has also been a revived interest in clocks as quantum reference systems in quantum information and foundations, in particular, in the context of extending the Page-Wootters approach to a viable conditional probability interpretation beyond specialized scenarios [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] and in studying quantum and thermodynamic limitations on clocks [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . This has also been used to attempt a formulation of quantum mechanics in terms of physical clocks, rather than external time parameters [36] [37] [38] [39] .
Quantum clocks thus appear in quantum gravity, as well as in quantum foundations and in this article, we shall study an elementary question that is pertinent to both fields. Consider evolving two clocks, represented by variables T and Q, relative to one another. For instance, T could represent the clock in a laboratory and Q the position of a freely moving particle, which itself we could use as a clock. What is their relation? Classically, this question is, of course, in principle straightforward to address. It requires to solve the equations of motion (relative to some time parameter t) and the relative evolution Q(T ) is classically, of course, equivalent to T (Q) since one could simply (at least locally) invert a solution. Classically, it is thus in principle straightforward to switch from the evolution relative to one clock to that relative to another. But how can one consistently relate and switch clocks in a completely relational quantum theory, whenT andQ are operators and an external reference time t is absent? That this will be a substantially harder task is already clear from the discussion surrounding the challenging time-of-arrival concept in quantum mechanics [42] [43] [44] [45] , which aims at providing a quantum implementation of the time T (Q) when a particle reaches a position Q.
In general, there will, of course, exist a lot of different physical systems that could serve as a clock. Which one should one pick and if one considers evolution with respect to one, how will the evolution look like relative to a different choice of clock if they are genuine quantum systems? For example, in full general relativity and quantum gravity (i.e. away from symmetry reductions or specialized matter content) there is no natural choice of internal clock function among the geometric or matter degrees of freedom relative to which to evolve the remaining ones. This leads to what Kuchař and Isham coined the multiple choice problem in quantum gravity and generally covariant quantum systems [5, 6] . The purported problem is that the various quantum theories relative to different clock choices are generally inequivalent. Indeed, the argument is based on the observation that different clock choices are related by canonical transformations at the classical level and that, on account of the Groenewold-Van-Hove phenomenon [46, 47] in non-linear systems, most canonical transformations cannot be represented unitarily in the quantum theory. And so Kuchař states: "The multiple choice problem is one of an embarrassment of riches: out of many inequivalent options, one does not know which one to select." [5] . In a similar vein, Isham asks "[The dynamics] based on one particular choice of internal time may give a different quantum theory from that based on another. Which, if any, is correct?" [6] .
In this article, by means of a toy model, we shall propose the view that all these different relational dynamics based on different choices of internal clocks are correct, 1 and correspond to the same physics, but described relative to different temporal reference systems. The same physics can, of course, look different from different perspectives. In this light, we shall argue that the multiple choice facet is not a problem, but a feature of a completely relational quantum theory that, specifically, must admit a quantum notion of general covariance, i.e. consistent switches from one quantum reference system to another (of either spatial or temporal nature, see also the discussion in [1, 2, 49, 50] ). To back up our proposal, we thus have to provide a systematic method for switching between the quantum dynamics relative to different choices of internal clocks.
In particular, Isham asks "Can these different quantum theories be seen to be part of an overall scheme that is covariant?", and states further "It seems most unlikely that a single Hilbert space can be used for all possible choices of an internal time function." [6] . As we shall illustrate by means of the parametrized particle, which in analogy to general relativity features a Hamiltonian constraint, the answer is "yes" and constructing the link between the different choices of internal time indeed requires a multitude of Hilbert spaces. While this toy model is very simple, we shall argue that the method is general and directly amenable to quantum cosmology and models of quantum gravity.
The first systematic approach to changing clocks in generally covariant quantum systems was developed in a quantum phase space language in [24] [25] [26] , yet restricted to the semiclassical regime. Here, we shall exploit a new unifying approach to switching quantum reference systems in quantum foundations and gravity [1, 2] , which took inspiration from the semiclassical clock changes in [24] [25] [26] and the operational approach to quantum reference frames advocated in [50] , to put forward a systematic method for switching between the dynamics relative to different choices of quantum clocks. Our construction proceeds by systematically linking the two general methods for quantizing systems with constraints: (a) constrain first, then quantize (the so-called reduced method); and (b) quantize first, then constrain (the so-called Dirac method). The general conclusion in the literature is that 'constraining and quantization do not commute' so that the two methods are, in general inequivalent and, specifically, produce different Hilbert spaces for the same system [22, 23, [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] . This has led to a debate about when one or the other would be the physically correct method to apply. In the context of the problem of time, this has led to three broad categories of approaches [5, 6] , which Isham characterizes as follows:
Tempus ante quantum. Choose the internal clock classically, solve the constraints, then quantize to produce something resembling a Schrödinger equation in internal time. This is thus the reduced method with respect to a specific choice of internal time.
Tempus post quantum. Quantize first, then impose constraints, producing a Wheeler-DeWitt type equation, and finally identify an internal time to interpret it. This is thus the Dirac method with a subsequent choice of clock.
Tempus nihil est. Construct a consistent and complete quantum theory that is fundamentally timeless (e.g. via the Dirac method) and attempt to recover dynamics from it in an emergent fashion.
The main point of the new approach [1, 2] is that it identifies the Dirac method as providing a perspective-neutral -i.e., reference-system-neutral -quantum theory [49] , while it recognizes the reduced method as providing the quantum theories relative to the perspectives of a given choice of reference system. In particular, it provides a systematic quantum reduction method from the Dirac to the reduced quantized theory: (1) 'trivialize' the constraints to the choice of reference system to single out its degrees of freedom as the redundant ones, and (2) subsequently project onto the classical gauge fixing conditions. Applying this to the context of temporal reference systems in this manuscript, we characterize the gauge invariant physical Hilbert space of the Dirac method as a clock-choice-neutral (or timeless) quantum structure and the reduced theories as those admitting the interpretation of the quantum dynamics described relative to a given choice of clock. We can explicitly construct the transformations that map the clock-neutral physical Hilbert space to the Hilbert space relative to a given clock choice of the reduced method. Since this map will be invertible (not always globally), we can thereby construct the linking map from the reduced Hilbert space relative to one choice of clock to that of another by concatenating one quantum reduction map with the inverse of the other, in analogy to a coordinate transformation on a manifold. This linking map from one clock choice to another thus proceeds via the clock-neutral physical Hilbert space.
We conclude that a complete relational quantum theory, which features a quantum notion of general covariance requires both the reduced and Dirac method and, specifically, links tempus-ante-quantum and tempus-post-quantum strategies. In fact, by identifying the physical Hilbert space of the Dirac method as a clock-neutral or timeless quantum structure, our method also encompasses the so-called frozen time formalism [9, [12] [13] [14] [15] , a tempus-nihil-est strategy, according to Isham [6] .
Our method is not in conflict with the Groenewold-Van-Hove phenomenon: while the quantum theories based on different clock choices are linked, they are not unitarily equivalent because the method directly works on the multitude of reduced Hilbert spaces and the links rather correspond to isometries. In generic systems, these isometries, just like coordinate changes on a manifold, will not be globally valid, owing to the Gribov problem, i.e. they will not necessarily provide a global isometric equivalence between the various Hilbert spaces. Indeed, the reduced method will not provide a globally valid quantum theory if it is based on classical gauge choices that are not globally valid. This is not a fundamental problem; it reflects the fact that global 'perspectives' in physics are generally unavailable, but that one can still have valid non-global descriptions of the physics that, in some cases, can even be 'patched up' to global ones [2, [24] [25] [26] . This is especially relevant in view of the so-called global problem of time: a generic general relativistic system is devoid of internal clock functions that always run 'forward' [5, 6, 8, 13, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . In such systems, any clock choice will thus necessarily produce a reduced theory that is not globally valid, as any clock will eventually encounter a turning point, which means that the relational dynamics with respect to it will eventually become non-unitary. Especially in such a context it may be essential to have a systematic method for switching temporal reference systems at hand, so one can, at least in some cases, sidestep non-unitarity by only employing a clock choice in a transient manner and switching to another before it becomes pathological [24] [25] [26] . (However, see [22, 23, 26] for challenges to this strategy in the presence of chaos.)
We note that changing quantum clocks was also considered in [65] [66] [67] [68] at the level of reduced quantization and for a restricted set of clock choices. Some interesting physical consequences were studied, but the relation to Dirac quantization remains unclear and so the method in [65] [66] [67] [68] did not provide a comprehensive picture for general quantum covariance. It is an open and interesting question what the relation, if any, of that method is to the unifying one proposed here.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In sec. 2, we revisit the classical parametrized non-relativistic particle, however, from a novel angle that will prepare the new quantum method. In particular, we show how to switch from the relational dynamics in the non-relativistic time variable to the time-of-arrival dynamics relative to the particle's position, by mapping the correspondingly gaugefixed reduced phase spaces to one another. This requires to separate left from right moving solutions. In sec. 3, we then quantize this method, by first providing the reduced quantum theories relative to the two clock choices in secs. 3.1 and 3.2, and subsequently linking them via the clock-neutral Dirac quantized theory in secs. 3.3-3.6. The main challenge is the relational dynamics relative to the particle's position, which requires to carefully regularize and quantize the time-of-arrival function [42] [43] [44] [45] to a self-adjoint relational observable in both the Dirac and reduced method. Remarkably, the new quantum reduction method consistently maps the regularized observables from the Dirac quantized theory to the correctly regularized ones of the reduced theories. Finally, we conclude with an outlook in sec. 4. Many technical details have been moved to various appendices.
Revisiting the classical parametrized non-relativistic particle
It is instructive to illustrate the new method of relational clock changes first in a very simple system, namely the parametrized Newtonian free particle, which has been used many times before to illustrate the basic ideas underlying the paradigm of relational dynamics (e.g., see [9, 21, 69, 70] . However, as we shall see, this simple model still features a surprisingly non-trivial behavior, once employing its position as a relational clock. We begin by revisiting this toy model from a somewhat novel classical perspective to prepare for the subsequent new quantum method of clock changes.
Given that this is a standard toy model, we shall directly jump into its canonical formulation. However, for the unacquainted reader we provide its derivation from a reparametrization-invariant action principle in appendix A to keep this article self-contained.
The parametrized free particle is described by two canonical pairs (q, p), (t, p t ) on a four-dimensional phase space R 4 . Here, (t, p t ) describes the time coordinate, which has been promoted to dynamical variable, and its conjugate momentum. Setting, for convenience, the mass to m = 1/2 so we do not have to carry these factors around, the reparametrization symmetry of its dynamics produces a single Hamiltonian constraint (see appendix A)
i.e., the Hamiltonian for this system has to vanish on solutions. This defines a three-dimensional constraint surface C in phase space. The symbol ≈ denotes a weak equality, i.e. an equality that only holds on this constraint surface [70, 71] . The flow parameter s along the orbits generated by the Hamiltonian constraint C H in C constitutes an unphysical 'time coordinate' s that is itself not dynamical. It rather assumes the role of a gauge parameter, given that the system features a reparametrization symmetry. We can therefore not directly interpret the changes generated by C H , namely the equations of motion
as physical motion, where a ′ denotes differentiation with respect to s. Indeed, owing to the reparametrization symmetry of the system, any physical information must be reparametrization-invariant. Since reparametrization-invariant information is encoded in functions O on C that Poisson-commute with C H , {O, C H } ≈ 0 -the Dirac observables of this system -we have to encode the gauge invariant information about the dynamics in constants of motion. Clearly, p t and p are both (dependent) Dirac observables. In order to also encode invariant dynamical information about t and q, we have to resort to evolving constants of motion, i.e. relational Dirac observables [9, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , as we shall explain shortly.
The equations of motion are solved by t(s) = s + t 0 and q(s) = 2ps + q 0 and so it is clear that
is a constant of motion too. From this Dirac observable we can construct relational Dirac observables in multiple ways. Indeed, at this stage, we have to make an additional choice that is not dictated by the system or formalism itself: we have to divide the dynamical degrees of freedom of the system into evolving degrees of freedom and a temporal reference system, henceforth also called an internal, or relational 'clock'. This clock will constitute the 'time standard' relative to which we describe the dynamics of the remaining degrees of freedom.
Since the structure introduced thus far, and in particular the constraint surface C, encodes all these choices at once, we can safely interpret it as a clock-choice-neutral super structure (see also [25] for the semiclassical analog). As such, it does not have an immediate physical interpretation because we simply have not yet chosen a 'reference frame' from which to describe the remaining physics. This is also reflected in the reparametrization-symmetry related redundancy in the description of C. For example, the two Dirac observables p, p t are dependent by (2.1), but of course the system does not tell us which of the two to regard as the redundant one. Furthermore, given that the constraint C H generates a onedimensional gauge orbit, the reduced phase space will be two-dimensional. Hence, we will only have two independent gauge invariant degrees of freedom and there are many ways in choosing them and, accordingly, in fixing and removing redundant degrees of freedom.
In particular, after we choose a specific temporal reference system with respect to which we describe the remaining dynamics, we no longer wish to consider its degrees of freedom as dynamical variables. Choosing a reference system means describing all physics relative to it and describing the reference system relative to itself does not yield dynamical information. Instead, as we shall see, upon gauge fixing, the temporal reference will assume the role of a non-dynamical evolution parameter on a gauge-fixed reduced phase space, eliminating redundant dynamical information. That is, the gauge-fixed reduced phase spaces will be interpreted as encoding the physics described relative to a particular temporal reference system. As such, it is these reduced phase spaces, which, in fact, admit a direct physical interpretation, in contrast to the clock-choice-neutral super structure C (which also is not a phase space).
This extends the interpretation proposed in [1, 2] for spatial reference frames to the temporal case. Indeed, in [1, 2] it was put forward to interpret the constraint surface (of a first class system) as a perspective-neutral structure, which contains all reference frame choices at once. By contrast, it was advocated that jumping into the perspective of a specific (spatial) reference frame, from which to describe the remaining physics, corresponds to a gauge choice and restricting to the associated reduced phase. Therefore, for the spatial frames of [1, 2] it is also precisely these gauge-fixed reduced phases paces, which admit a direct operational interpretation as the physics seen from a specific perspective.
That is, in both the spatial and temporal case, leaving the reference-system-neutral grounds is tantamount to fixing and removing the redundancy. We shall detail this now for the temporal case.
Relational evolution in t-time
Let us firstly choose t as the internal clock. Denote the relational Dirac observables describing evolution of q, p with respect to t by Q(τ ), P (τ ). They are defined as the cooincidences of q, p with t, when t reads the value τ , i.e. Q(τ ) = q(s) t(s)=τ and likewise for P . That is, Q(τ ) encodes the question: "what is the position q of the particle when the clock t reads τ ?". Using (2.3), we find
Indeed, Q(τ ) commutes with the constraint {Q(τ ), C H } = −2p + 2p = 0 ∀ τ and is thus gauge-invariant. The two relational observables also form a canonical pair {Q(τ ), P (τ )} = 1 and it is clear that describing the clock relative to itself yields just the evolution parameter and a redundant Dirac observable
The relational observables (2.4, 2.5) correspond to the reparametrization-invariant information gathered by 'scanning' with t = const slices through the constraint surface C. Notice that, while setting t(s) = τ corresponds to a gauge-fixing of the flow of C H , Q(τ ) is a function on the entire constraint surface. Namely, given that Q in (2.3) is a constant of motion, it does not matter on which point on a fixed orbit in C to evaluate it. Q(τ ) only depends on the orbit, defined through the initial data (q 0 , t 0 , p) (p t is redundant), and is thus a gauge-invariant extension of a gaugefixed quantity [17, 18, 70] . Now τ is the parameter which runs over all values that t(s) can take on the given orbit. Hence, the two parameter families of Dirac observables Q(τ ), P (τ ) describe the complete gauge invariant relational evolution of q, p with respect to the dynamical t. In particular, since they are constants of motion, we can now evaluate the entire dynamics along a given orbit by restricting to any single point on it and just letting the parameter τ run.
At this stage, we can thus choose to fix a gauge, e.g., by setting t = 0 (which due to (2.2) intersects every orbit once and only once), to construct a reduced phase space and get rid of the redundancy of the description on C. The Dirac bracket [70, 71] , defining the inherited bracket structure on the reduced phase space, is particularly simple in this case
where {., .} denotes the Poisson bracket and F, G are any functions on C. Specifically,
so that we can consistently discard the redundant reference system pair (t, p t ) from among the dynamical variables and keep (q, p) to coordinatize the gauge-fixed two-dimensional reduced phase space. We shall denote the latter by P q|t ≃ R 2 to highlight that it is q that is evolving in t. Although the gauge fixed reduced phase space P q|t embeds into C as the 't = 0-slice' G t=0 ∩ C, where G t=0 is the gauge fixing surface t = 0, it contains all the dynamical information thanks to the observation above. Namely, we can evaluate the two families of Dirac observables Q(τ ), P (τ ) for all values of τ 4 in this single reduced phase space, by setting t = 0,
Differentiating with respect to the evolution parameter τ , we obtain their equations of motion in P q|t
which are thus generated by the physical Hamiltonian H(τ ) = P 2 (τ ) = p 2 (and with respect to the Dirac bracket). That is, the gauge-fixed reduced phase space coincides with the phase space of the unparametrized Newtonian free particle and the evolution parameter τ takes the role of the Newtonian absolute time. The relational dynamics of the parametrized particle in this reduced form admits a direct physical interpretation and is, of course, entirely equivalent to the dynamics of the unparametrized particle (see also appendix A).
Relational evolution in q-time as time of arrival
Next, we interchange the roles of t and q, choosing the position q as an internal 'clock' and ask for the values of t, p t when q takes the value X. Again, using (2.3) yields the evolving constants of motion
Clearly, {T (X), C H } = 0 and {T (X), P T (X)} = 1 for all X. In analogy to before, evolving the new 'clock' relative to itself just yields the evolution parameter,
is the time-of-arrival function (here as a Dirac observable) [19, [42] [43] [44] [45] 69] ; it embodies the question "what is the time t when the particle reaches position q = X?" Just like Q(τ ), P (τ ) above, T (X), P T (X) are gauge-invariant extensions of gauge-fixed quantities. We would thus again like to evaluate the two parameter families entirely on a single gauge-fixing surface q = const to fix and remove redundant degrees of freedom, in this case the pair (q, p) corresponding to the new temporal reference. However, here we have to be more careful than in t-time and this has to do with the Dirac observable p, which we would now like to treat as redundant.
(a) As can be seen from (2.2), q = const fails to be a valid gauge fixing condition for p = 0. When p = 0, q is constant along the orbit, while t always grows monotonically. Hence, q can then not be used to fix the flow of C H and is also the worst possible 'clock' for resolving the evolution of t. Correspondingly, T (X) becomes ill-defined for p = 0. A stationary point particle is a bad clock.
For example, the q = 0-slice G q=0 covers the entire (q = 0, p = 0)-orbit and misses all other orbits with p = 0. Thus, the intersection G q=0 ∩ C will not be equivalent to the (abstract) reduced phase space, which is the space of orbits C/ ∼, where ∼ identifies points if they lie in the same orbit.
(b) On the gauge-fixed reduced phase space, p will no longer be a variable and we have to replace it. Through (2.1) it admits two solutions in terms of the surviving p t , corresponding, of course, to left and right moving solutions, which we will have to distinguish in the sequel, also in view of the subsequent quantum theories.
To cope with these issues, it is convenient to factorize the Hamiltonian constraint as follows
Notice that p t ≤ 0 on C, so h defines a good Hamiltonian. The equations of motion can then be recast
and we can distinguish the following three situations for C H = 0: 10) and so C + generates the dynamics in this region of C. Since h > 0, the flow generated by C + is directed opposite to that of C H (i.e., the Hamiltonian vector fields of C + and C H point in opposite directions). Specifically, while the flow of C + always moves q 'forward' (i.e. to the right) because {q, C + } = 1, we have here q ′ ≈ −2h < 0 so that C H generates the left moving solutions in the region where C + = 0 and p = 0.
(ii) When C − = 0 and p = 0, we have
and so C − generates the dynamics in this region of C. Since h > 0, the flows (and Hamiltonian vector fields) of C + and C H are aligned. Here, q ′ ≈ 2h > 0 so that the region where C − = 0 and p = 0 corresponds to the solutions where the particle moves to the right.
(iii) When p = p t = 0, we have C + = C − = 0. This is the shared boundary between the regions of C where C + and C − vanish. Their gradients diverge here as dC ± = dp ∓ 1 √ −pt dp t so that C ± fail to satisfy the standard regularity conditions [70] and we can no longer employ them as evolution generators. Notice that the original constraint C H always has a well-defined gradient dC H = dp t + 2p dp; indeed, the equations of motion (2.2) are always well-defined.
Since p = 0 causes trouble in any case ((a) and (iii)) for the construction of a gauge-fixed reduced phase space and C ± are well-behaved for p = 0, it will be more convenient to use the latter to define two sub-constraint surfaces C ± via C ± = 0 within C. The constraints C ± encode the same gauge-invariant information as C H on C ± because solving the dynamics generated by them
yields exactly the relational observables in (2.7) restricted to C ± ⊂ C (and rewritten using (2.1))
We can thus now separately gauge fix C ± to construct separate reduced phase spaces for the left and right moving solutions T + (X) and T − (X), respectively. We have to accept, of course, that the stationary p = 0 orbits are ignored so that the result will, again, not be strictly equivalent to the space of orbits C/ ∼ (see (a)). But this is as good as it gets for constructing reduced phase spaces that describe the physics relative to the choice of q as a temporal reference system.
Proceeding now in analogy to sec. 2.1, we can gauge fix to, e.g., q = 0, which is a valid gauge condition for p = 0. The Dirac bracket for any functions F, G on C ± is again simple
and we can consistently remove the now redundant reference system variables (q, p) because
We retain the now evolving (t, p t ) to coordinatize the gauge-fixed two-dimensional reduced phase spaces for the left and right moving solutions, which we shall denote by P ± . Notice that P ± ≃ R × R − , given that p t ≤ 0 by (2.1).
In fact, we need to be slightly more careful. These reduced phase spaces miss their p t = 0 boundaries, the way we have constructed them through gauge-fixing. Indeed, on account of (2.12, 2.14), {t, p t } D± = 1 only holds for p t < 0 and is undefined for p t = 0. However, there is a way to regularize these phase spaces and to add their p t = 0 boundaries by switching to a new set of basic phase space variables (t, p t ), where
Hence, we now have an affine, rather than canonical algebra and it is valid for all p t ≤ 0. Choosing henceforth (t, p t ) as the fundamental degrees of freedom to coordinatize P ± and their affine algebra to fundamentally define the bracket structure on these phase spaces, we can therefore safely add the p t = 0 boundary and consider P ± = R × R − in their entirety. In particular, defining then t := t/p t yields a derived canonical structure for (t, p t ) on all of P ± , incl. its boundary. Henceforth, we shall think of the reduced phase spaces P ± in this regularized form, being fundamentally defined through an affine algebra, and this will also become crucial in the quantum theory below.
Although P ± embed into C ± as a single slice, G q=0 ∩ C ± , we again preserve all the dynamical information. Evaluating the two parameter families (2.13) on P ± requires setting q = 0 and yields
Differentiation with respect to X yields their equations of motion on P ± 18) which are generated by the physical Hamiltonian H ± = ±h = ± −P T± = ± √ −p t . In this reduced form, the relational dynamics now admits an immediate interpretation as the physics described relative to the 'clock' q, whose dynamical degrees of freedom, being the reference system, are redundant and have been consistently removed.
Switching between relational evolution in t and q time
On the reference-system-neutral constraint surface C, we thus have the two canonical pairs of relational Dirac observables (Q(τ ), P (τ )) in (2.4) and (T (X), P T (X)) in (2.7). The pairs are of course dependent due to the redundancy and we will have to switch between them, when changing from t to q time, or vice versa. Here, we shall explain how to switch between them at the level of the reduced phase spaces.
To this end, it is necessary to map both pairs into the reduced phase spaces P q|t and P ± . We find
Suppose we wish to switch from evolution in t to evolution in q. Then we also want to switch from (Q(τ f ), P (τ f )) on P q|t , where τ f is the final value of τ up to which we evolve in t, to (T ± (X i ), P T± (X i )) on P ± , where X i is the initial value of X with which we continue the evolution in q after the switch. This requires two ingredients: (1) a map that takes a given state (q, p) in P q|t to the corresponding state (t, p t ) in P ± , where corresponding means that both states lie on the same gauge orbit in C once appropriately embedded into it; (2) a way to determine X i , given τ f .
(1) Constructing the map S t→q± : P q|t → P ± is straightforward and we detail it in appendix B. In summary, P q|t canonically embeds into C as C ∩ G t=0 ; denote the corresponding embedding map by ι q|t . Similarly, P ± embed canonically as C ∩G q=0 into C; denote the corresponding embedding maps by ι ± . We thus need the gauge transformation α t→q : C ∩ G t=0 → C ∩ G q=0 , generated by C H , to construct the map S t→q± . Furthermore, we need the projection π ± : C ⊃ C ± ∩ G q=0 → P ± , which satisfies π ± • ι ± = Id P± and drops all redundant data from C. Then we find
In appendix B, we show that in coordinates this map reads
Notice that q = 0 intersects of course both C + ⊂ C and C − ⊂ C (modulo the issues for p = 0) and so S t→q± indeed maps the p < 0 part (the left moving sector) of the phase space P q|t to P + and the p > 0 part (the right moving sector) of the phase space P q|t to P − . This completes ingredient (1), which can be summarized in the following commutative diagram:
is a constant of motion of C ± and so can be evaluated equivalently anywhere on the orbit.
2) The initial value for X i for the subsequent continued evolution in X on P ± is simply the image Q ± (τ f ) = S t→q± (Q(τ f )). Indeed, using (2.19), we consistently find T ± (X i = Q ± (τ f )) = τ f , so that the initial value for t in 'q-time' coincides with the final value of the evolution parameter τ on P q|t prior to the switch. We thus have a continuous relational evolution although switching clocks.
Conversely, suppose we wish to switch from q to t time. In complete analogy, the corresponding switch from (T ± (X f ), P T± (X f )) on P ± to (Q(τ i ), P (τ i )) on P q|t , requires the gauge transformation α q→t : C ∩ G q=0 → C ∩ G t=0 and proceeds via the map (see appendix B for an explicit construction) 22) which satisfies the following commutative diagram:
In conjunction, this provides a systematic method for consistently switching between the classical relational evolutions in q and t times. Notice that the change from the evolution relative to one temporal reference system to the evolution relative to another always proceeds via the clock-choice-neutral constraint surface C. This is in harmony with the observation in [1] that a change of reference frame perspective in relational physics always proceeds via a perspective-neutral structure.
Quantum relational dynamics
We shall now promote all these classical structures, incl. the clock switches into the quantum theory. In particular, we begin by quantizing the reduced phase spaces P q|t and P ± and their corresponding relational dynamics using the reduced method. Subsequently, we Dirac quantize the parametrized particle and construct its physical Hilbert space, which we shall interpret as the clock-neutral structure in the quantum theory. Thereupon, we demonstrate how to construct the maps from the physical Hilbert space to the clock based Hilbert spaces of the reduced theories. Since these will be invertible (some not globally), we will finally be able to employ these maps to also construct the transformations between the reduced Hilbert spaces associated to different clock choices, completing the quantum clock switches. Just as in the classical case, the quantum clock transformations will proceed via the clock-neutral physical Hilbert space. This result thereby emphasizes that both the reduced and Dirac quantization methods are necessary and combine to a complete relational quantum theory that permits switching reference systems, substantiating the claims in [1, 2] .
Along the way of the construction, we will thus encounter a number of transformations, projections and Hilbert spaces. For better orientation and visualization of the following procedure, we organize the various ingredients and their relation in fig. 1 .
Reduced quantization in t time
It is standard to quantize the reduced phase space P q|t of the parametrized free particle in sec. 2.1, given that it coincides with the phase space of the usual unparametrized Newtonian particle. We promote the original phase space R 
To later link with the Dirac quantized theory, it will be more convenient to choose the momentum representation, in which states take the form
and the inner product reads
Quantizing the evolving constants of motion (2.6) produces the evolving operatorŝ
in the Heisenberg picture, satisfying the Heisenberg equations with HamiltonianĤ =P
In the Schrödinger picture, states will satisfy the corresponding Schrödinger equation.
Reduced quantization in q time
Quantizing the reduced phase spaces relative to q is more complicated, since P ± ≃ R × R − . In particular, t cannot be promoted to a self-adjoint operator that is conjugate top t since otherwise it would map states with support on p t < 0 to states with support on the classically forbidden region p t > 0 [72] . Instead, we recall from sec. 2.2 that the regularized P ± is fundamentally defined through an affine algebra. We will thus resort to affine quantization [72] . Our aim is therefore to promote the Dirac brackets {., .} D± to a commutator and t, p t in (2.16) to operators that satisfy [t,p t ] = ip t . Again, it will be more convenient to work in momentum representation, in which we can employ H ± = L 2 (R − , dpt −pt ) as a Hilbert space and represent states as follows
with a scale-invariant measure that carries a minus sign so it is positive. Notice that the generalized momentum eigenstates are here normalized as 6) so that the inner product reads
and
On this Hilbert space we can represent our basic variables aŝ 9) and in this formt andp t are self-adjoint [72] . Next, we wish to promote the reduced evolving constants of motion (2.17) to evolving operators in the Heisenberg picture on H ± . Here, we have to be careful, ast can not be a self-adjoint operator and we also have to quantize (−p t ) −1/2 . A naïve quantization ( √ −p t ) −1 via spectral decomposition will neither yield a self-adjoint operator as it becomes unbounded for p t → 0. All these pathologies, of course, have their origin in the p t → 0 limit, which already classically caused trouble. Indeed, it follows from the discussion in [42] [43] [44] [45] that a naïve quantization of time-of-arrival functions produces operators, which are neither self-adjoint, nor possess self-adjoint extensions. We therefore have to regularize these operators carefully to obtain a well-defined and self-adjoint quantum version of T ± (X). Only then can we interpret T ± (X) as a genuine quantum observable because a consistent probabilistic interpretation of expectation values relies on a spectral decomposition and a spectral decomposition of an observable, in turn, requires self-adjointness. When regularizing these operators, we wish to do so in a minimal manner by modifying them only in an infinitesimal neighbourhood of the troublesome boundary p t = 0, such that the regularizedt will be arbitrarily close to being canonically conjugate top t and such that the regularizedT ± (X) will be arbitrarily close to the reduced observables T ± (X) in the classical limit.
First, classically we had t := t/p t , so we now quantize and regularize it as follows on H ± : 10) where δ > 0 is an arbitrarily small positive number and
Since p −1 t δ by construction has a complete orthogonal basis of generalized eigenstates with real eigenvalues, it is self-adjoint. As a consequence, given thatt δ± is a symmetrization of two self-adjoint operators, it is self-adjoint too. In particular, we now have
so thatt δ± andp t indeed are not exactly canonically conjugate, but arbitrarily close to being canonically conjugate, with modifications only for −δ 2 < p t ≤ 0.
Second, we quantize and regularize the inverse square root appearing in (2.17) as follows on H ± :
Again, this operator is self-adjoint. We thus see that (
δ when −δ 2 < p t ≤ 0. However, this is not a problem as it affects only an infinitesimal region and we shall explain shortly why the regularization in this form is needed for dynamical consistency.
We are now in the position to promote the reduced evolving constants of motion (2.17) to self-adjoint operators on H ± in the Heisenberg picture:
(3.14)
They satisfy the following Heisenberg equations with HamiltonianĤ
For the right equation this is immediate, for the left it is non-trivial due to the commutator and we show it in appendix C. This is where the regularization of the inverse square root in the form (3.13) becomes crucial. The reason why we have chosen it in in that form is so we have consistent commutator-generated operator evolution equations. In the Schrödinger picture, dynamical states in H ± will obviously have to satisfy the Schrödinger equation corresponding toĤ ± . We could, of course, have chosen a different regularization of our operators altogether but the one above will turn out to be convenient for linking with the Dirac quantized theory of the next section.
Dirac quantization -the clock-neutral quantum theory
We shall now first quantize the full classical phase space R 4 of sec. 2 (i.e., the extended phase space of appendix A), incl. unphysical and gauge-dependent degrees of freedom, thereby promote the Hamiltonian constraint to a quantum operator and subsequently solve it in the quantum theory. Just like C is the clock-choice-neutral structure of the classical theory, the result will yield the clock-choice-neutral quantum structures via which we will later switch temporal reference systems.
We thus promote (q, p) and (t, p t ) to conjugate operators [q,p] = [t,p t ] = i on a kinematical Hilbert space H kin := L 2 (R 2 ). The Hamiltonian constraint (2.1) thus becomes an operator and we require that physical states are characterized by solving it in quantum form
Such states are then immediately reparametrization-invariant since exp(i sĈ H ) |ψ phys = |ψ phys . Hence, while classically solving the constraint leads to the constraint surface C on which we still have the gauge flows generated by C H , we see that in the quantum theory solving the constraint automatically leads to gauge-invariance. This is, of course, a consequence of the uncertainty relations:Ĉ H has a continuous spectrum so that its zero-eigenstates will be maximally spread over gauge degrees of freedom, which are conjugate to it. Owing to the continuity ofĈ H 's spectrum, physical states will not be normalized in the inner product on H kin . We thus have to construct a new one for the space of solutions to (3.16) . To this end, we resort to group averaging (or refined algebraic quantization) [27, 73, 74] 8 , defining the (improper) projector
onto the physical Hilbert space H phys , which will be constructed out of the solutions to (3.16).
8 See also [75] for an alternative method.
In momentum representation, this yields explicitly
ds exp(i sĈ H ) dp dp t ψ kin (p, p t ) |p q |p t t = dp dp t δ(
There is thus a redundancy in the representation of physical states and for linking with the reduced quantum theories in t and q times later, we will solve it in two ways. Firstly, we can write
However, using (2.8) and 20) we can write the same physical state equivalently as
The physical inner product on the space of solutions to (3.16) is defined via [27, 73, 74] (φ phys , ψ phys ) phys := kin φ| δ(Ĉ H ) |ψ kin ,
where kin ·|· kin denotes the standard L 2 inner product on H kin . Indeed, thanks to the symmetry of δ(Ĉ H ), this inner product is well-defined on equivalence classes of states in H kin , where a given equivalence class contains all the kinematical states that are projected via (3.18) to the same physical state. Upon Cauchy completion (plus dividing out spurious solutions and zero-norm states) one can thereby turn the space of solutions to (3.16) to a genuine Hilbert space H phys [27, 73, 74] .
In particular, in our two representations, we can equivalently write
That is, in the latter p t based representation, we get a separate inner product for the left and right moving modes. Lastly, we need to worry about observables on the physical Hilbert space H phys . Notice that an observableÔ on H phys has to be gauge invariant [Ô,Ĉ H ] = 0, for otherwise its action would map out of H phys . Hence, we need to work with quantum Dirac observables. In particular, we would like to represent the two classical families of relational Dirac observables (2.4, 2.7) as families of quantum Dirac observables on H phys . For (2.4) this is simple:
with [Q(τ ),Ĉ H ] = [P (τ ),Ĉ H ] = 0, directly producing self-adjoint operators on H phys . For (2.7) this is more involved because of factor ordering and the inverse power of p. We have to worry about p = 0 becausep is a quantum Dirac observable and so H phys will contain states with support on it. Again, we need to resort to a careful regularization of these operators, by only slightly modifying their behavior in an infinitesimal neighbourhood of the troublesome p = 0 such that (i) in the classical limit they will be arbitrarily close to (2.7), and (ii) they will later map correctly to the regularized reduced evolving observables of the reduced quantum theory in q time of sec. 3.2.
First, we regularize and quantize the inverse momentum (as in [42] ) as follows
where δ > 0 is the same arbitrarily small positive number, which we already used in the regularizations of inverse powers of p t in (3.11, 3.13) . It is clear that (p) −1 δ thus defined, has a complete orthogonal basis of generalized eigenstates |p q |−p 2 t with real eigenvalues on H phys and so is self-adjoint. We could therefore now try to quantize T (X) in (2.7) through symmetrization as followŝ
However, as one can easily check, this would fail to define a quantum Dirac observable because 27) which fails to vanish for |p| < δ due to the regularization. It is clear that we also have to regularizet because its action can map physical states, which do not have support on p t > 0 to states that do, being conjugate to the quantum Dirac observablep t (see the analogous discussion in the reduced theory of sec.
3.2)
. On H kin , we thus define the regularized inverse p t in complete analogy to (3.11) via
which similarly is self-adjoint on H phys , to then define a regularized 'time operator' on H kin bŷ
In analogy to (3.12), we then have 30) so that the regularizedt δ is 'almost' canonically conjugate to the Dirac observablep t . This finally permits us to regularize and quantize the evolving constants of motion (2.7) in the form
Using (3.25, 3.28), it is now straightforward to check that
so that (3.31) constitute two genuine families of relational quantum Dirac observables. We propose to regard H phys as the clock-choice-neutral quantum structure of the model. Indeed, we now have two sets of relational quantum observables (3.24, 3.31) on H phys . We thus have a redundancy of observables for describing the system, as well as a redundancy in the representation of physical states and the physical inner product. In fact, we could have constructed other families of relational observables and explicit representations of physical states and the inner product too, had we chosen even more different clock variables; H phys encodes all clock choices at once. We may also view H phys as constituting a timeless quantum theory (or, rather, that contains all times at once), given that it is gauge-and thus directly reparametrization-invariant. Indeed, on H phys there are no non-trivial Heisenberg evolution equations for the relational quantum Dirac observables.
From Dirac to reduced quantum theory in t time
Our aim is now to recover the reduced quantum theory of sec. 3.1 with its time evolution relative to the clock t from the timeless, clock-choice-neutral Dirac quantized theory of the previous section. Recall from sec. 2.1 that mapping from the clock-choice-neutral constraint surface C to the reduced phase space P q|t in t time involved a gauge choice t = 0 to remove the redundant clock degrees of freedom. We would thus like to emulate this step at the quantum level and remove the degrees of freedom associated to t. However, it is already clear that we have to proceed somewhat differently, owing to the observation in sec. 3.3 that H phys is already reparametrization-invariant so that we can no longer fix any gauges in the Dirac quantized theory.
As exhibited in [1, 2] , the quantum analog of the classical reduction by gauge fixing is:
1. Trivialize the quantum constraint(s) to the reference system. That is, transform them in such a way that they only act on the degrees of freedom of the chosen reference system, which one now considers as redundant.
2. Project onto the classical gauge-fixing conditions.
We shall now illustrate this procedure for clock t. Define the trivialization unitary
This is, of course, essentially the time evolution operator, except that we now have an operatort appearing in it. Intuitively, the exponent can be viewed as −it ·p t , except thatp t has been replaced by solving the constraint equation (3.16) for it in terms ofp 2 so that T t is unitary on H kin . T t is, however, not unitary on H phys as it does not commute withĈ H . Instead, it will define an isometry that maps H phys to a new Hilbert space, i.e. to a new representation of physical states.
The key property of this map is that it trivializes the Hamiltonian constraint to the clock t:
where † is defined with respect to H kin . Correspondingly, using the representation (3.19) of physical states, we find
The clock slot of the state contains thereby no more relevant information about the original |ψ phys and has become entirely redundant. We can thus remove it without losing information by projecting onto the classical gauge fixing condition t = 0, in some rough analogy to the Page-Wootters construction [30] |ψ q|t := √ 2π t t = 0| T t |ψ phys = dp
Upon identifying
we therefore recover the states (3.1) as initial t = 0 states, or states in the Heisenberg picture.
In agreement with this, we find that the relational quantum observables (3.24) transform correctly
to their reduced form (3.3) on H q|t -likewise in the Heisenberg picture. Indeed, these transformed observables are compatible with the projection onto t = 0 above.
Finally, as one can easily check, T t and the ensuing projection also preserve the inner product, since (φ phys , ψ phys ) phys = kin φ| ψ phys = kin T t φ| T t ψ phys = q|t φ|ψ q|t In summary, evaluating the relational quantum Dirac observables relative to t in the Dirac quantized theory produces entirely equivalent results to evaluating the reduced evolving observables in the Heisenberg picture of the reduced quantum theory in t time. It is, of course, well known that the Dirac quantized version of the parametrized particle is equivalent to its reduced quantization in t time, e.g. see [9, 45, 69] . However, this explicit map from one to the other, using the method of trivializing the constraints and subsequently projecting onto the classical gauge fixing conditions is new and fully elucidates the relation between the two quantum theories.
From Dirac to reduced quantum theory in q time
We now repeat this exercise, mapping the clock-neutral Dirac quantum theory via constraint trivialization and subsequent projection onto the classical q = 0 gauge condition to the reduced quantum theories relative to the clock q, which reside in the left and right moving reduced Hilbert spaces H ± of sec. 3.2. In particular, we will now map the canonical Dirac quantized theory to the affine reduced quantum theories on H ± . As can be expected from the previous discussion, this step is more involved.
Define the trivialization map 40) which thanks to the theta function will separate the left and right moving modes (we use θ(0) = 1 2 ). ǫ > 0 is here an arbitrary positive number, whose role will become clear momentarily. Notice that otherwise (3.40) is entirely analogous to (3.33), intuitively being the evolution generator in q time, except that the clock still appears as an operatorq. (3.40) will again map to a novel representation H t|q phys := T q (H phys ) of the physical Hilbert space.
We also have to define the inverse of (3.40), i.e. T 
Indeed, in appendix D we show that
We emphasize that this equation only holds on H phys , which is all we will need, and only for ǫ > 0. Hence, the parameter ǫ ensures that the trivialization map will be invertible. The map (3.40) indeed trivializes the constraintĈ H to the clock q, however, does so separately for the left and right moving sector. After a straightforward calculation one finds 43) which is easy to interpret once recalling the factorization (2.8), computing 44) and noting that
The second equality only holds once evaluated on H t|q phys , so that the intermediate T
−1 q
Tq cancels thanks to (3.42) .
That is,Ĉ ± gets trivialized top ± ǫ on the left/right moving sector and this carries over to the according factorized trivialization ofĈ H in (3.43). Accordingly, applying T q to physical states represented as in (3.21), the states on H t|q phys take the form
In this form, it is now also particularly evident why T q would fail to be invertible for ǫ = 0: one could no longer distinguish the left and right moving sectors. We thus keep ǫ > 0. Again, the clock-slot of the state has become essentially redundant, except for distinguishing the left and right moving sectors, which is why we shall not yet project it out. Using (3.23), it is straightforward to check that (φ phys , ψ phys ) phys = kin φ| ψ phys = kin T q φ| ψ so that T q is an isometry from H phys to H t|q phys . Next, we need to show that the regularized relational quantum Dirac observables (3.31) transform correctly. Ultimately, we wish to reproduce the regularized evolving time-of-arrival observables (3.14) of the left and right moving reduced theories. This is the most non-trivial part of the procedure. As an intermediate step, we show in appendix E that the observables (3.31) transformed to H t|q phys become
where
is defined in (3.28) and, in analogy to (3.13) on H ± , the regularized inverse square root is given by
That is, the observables on H t|q phys are already almost of the form as the regularized time-of-arrival observables (3.14) on H ± . The remaining differences can be easily traced back to the different representations and, in particular measures, which we use on H t|q phys and the affine H ± . Firstly, comparing (3.7) and (3.23), we see that
where φ|ψ ± is the inner product (3.7) on H ± , provided we identify
where ψ ± are the wave functions of the left and right moving modes on H ± , respectively. That is, in harmony with (3.23), the physical inner product then equals half the sum of the inner products in the left and right moving Hilbert spaces H ± , consistent with the fact that all states can then be simultaneously normalized.
Recalling the normalization (3.6) of the reduced generalized momentum eigenstates ± p t |p 
where we identify |ψ ± with the reduced states (3.5) on H ± . Consequently, we need to transform the relational observables (3.48) further to have them act on the reduced states and check that they actually reproduce the reduced evolving observables (3.14) . In appendix F, we prove that this is indeed the case, producing 53) where all operators in these expressions (exceptp) now finally coincide with the corresponding reduced operators on H ± of sec. 3.2. Notice that in these transformations (−p t ) −1/4 is not regularized and defined by spectral decomposition. The reason it is not regularized is that it simply amounts to a measure factor in the integral representation of states and we also need it to render the transformation (3.52) invertible. We have thereby finally recovered the reduced evolving observables in the corresponding left and right moving sectors from the relational Dirac observables (3.31) on H phys . In particular, we have correctly mapped the regularized Dirac observables into the regularized reduced observables. This constitutes a non-trivial consistency check of the construction.
To complete the reduction to the affine reduced theories, we only have to project out the redundant clock-slot in the state (3.52) by projecting it onto the classical gauge fixing condition q = 0, however, per sector. Indeed, in analogy to (3.36), we get
It is clear that this projection is compatible with the observables (3.53), projecting them to the correct ones on the Hilbert spaces H ± of left and right moving modes. Likewise, this projection is compatible with the inner product (3.50); upon projection, the reduced inner product (3.7) provides equivalent results.
The reduced left and right mover states |ψ ± each comprise half of the information and normalization of the complete physical state. Both are needed to invert the transformation and recover a full physical state from the left and right moving sectors. Finally, we emphasize that the image of the complete transformation is, in analogy to sec. 3.4, the Heisenberg picture on H ± . In particular, the states (3.54) can be regarded as initial states at q = 0.
Switching relational quantum clocks
We are now ready for the final step of the construction: switching between the relational quantum dynamics relative to t and q. This is the quantum analog of the classical construction in sec. 2.3. It is clear how to proceed: we have just built the maps from the clock-neutral physical Hilbert space H phys to the reduced Hilbert spaces H q|t and H ± relative to the clocks t and q, respectively. We just have to appropriately invert a given reduction map and concatenate it with the other. Notice that this means in particular that we will always change quantum clocks via the clock-neutral physical Hilbert space, just like we changed classical clocks in sec. 2.3 via the clock-neutral constraint surface.
We begin by switching from the quantum evolution relative to t to that relative to q and wish to construct a mapŜ t→q± : H q|t → H ± . Inverting the reduction map of sec. 3.4 and concatenating it with the reduction map of sec. 3.5 yields:
By the term |p t = 0 t ⊗ we mean tensoring the reduced state |ψ q|t ∈ H q|t with this factor. Since |p t = 0 t = 1/ √ 2π dt |t t , this step, in fact, corresponds precisely to averaging over the classical gauge fixing conditions t = const and thereby to restoring the gauge invariance of the system. It is easy to see from the discussion in secs. 3.1-3.5 that we immediately havê
if one invokes the identifications (3.37, 3.51),
Indeed, in this manner, both reduced states correspond to the same physical state |ψ phys , defined through (3.19, 3.21) . Specifically, while the identification is done in terms of a kinematical wave function, it actually applies to the entire equivalence class of those kinematical states that map to the same physical state, so that no ambiguity arises. This provides a unique map from H q|t via H phys to H ± . As shown in appendix G, the map (3.55) is equivalent to a direct map between H q|t and H ± 58) and can thereby be simplified and expressed solely in terms of operators on the reduced Hilbert spaces. Here, in some analogy to the parity-swap of [1, 50] , we have defined the swap operator
Notice that this map from the (generalized) q-momentum eigenstates on H q|t to the (generalized) tmomentum eigenstates on H ± respects their different normalizations.
It is convenient to summarize these maps in the following commutative diagram:
St→q± |pt=0 t
This makes it explicit that the construction of the quantum clock switch proceeds via the clock-neutral physical Hilbert space, underscoring the discussion in [1, 2] .
We can analogously construct the inverse switchŜ q±→t : H ± → H q|t from the quantum relational dynamics relative to q to that relative to t bŷ
From the discussion in secs. 3.1-3.5 it immediately follows that
again, once invoking the identifications (3.57). This provides unique maps from H ± to H ± q|t := θ(∓p)(H q|t ) via H phys , i.e. from the left/right mover spaces H ± to the left/right moving sector of H q|t , respectively. Hence, each map yields only half of the reduced quantum theory in t time.
In appendix G it is demonstrated that the map (3.60) can also be simplified and expressed entirely in terms of properties of the reduced Hilbert spaces, being equivalent tô
where, in analogy to (3.59), we have defined the swap
Again, this map from the affine (generalized) t-momentum eigenstates on H ± to the (generalized) qmomentum eigenstates on H q|t respects their different normalizations. Specifically, note that
In summary, we have the commutative diagram:
Having now constructed the quantum clock switches in both directions, we are also in the position to check how observables transform between the reduced theories. We begin by mapping the elementary observablesq,p from H q|t to H ± . After some straightforward calculations one findŝ
Recall that classically t = t/p t and notice the similarity with the classical transformation (2.22). The factor 1/ √ 2 here comes from the normalization conditions (3.50, 3.54). The reader might wonder why we do not have regularized inverse square root operators appearing in the left equation. The reason is that the image ofŜ q±→t on the left hand side of the equation is H ± q|t , i.e. only half of H q|t andq does not act as a self-adjoint operator on this subset; being conjugate top, it can map states in H + q|t to states in H − q|t and vice versa. Hence, one would actually have to regularizeq on H ± q|t to produce a self-adjoint operator on the right hand side also. It is clear that this can be done, however, we abstain from doing so.
In particular, we can now map the reduced evolving observables (3.3) from H q|t to H ± :
Notice the similarity with the classical expression in (2.19). Conversely, we can map the elementary operators from H ± to H ± q|t . After some computation one findŝ
This is the quantum analog of the classical relation in (2.21). Specifically, note that in the left equation we are transforming t, which classically equals t p t . Furthermore, it is straightforward to check that the reduced evolving observables (3.14) map from H ± to H ± q|t as followŝ
Here, we recover the correctly regularized operators also on H q|t . Notice again the similarity to the classical expression in (2.19).
Lastly, we consider how to switch from final to initial clock 'readings' when changing the quantum clock, so we can consistently continue the relational dynamics afterwards. We recall from sec. 2.3 that when classically changing from t to q time, we used X i = Q ± (τ f ) for the initial 'reading' of clock q after the switch. Similarly, after switching from q to t time, we used τ i = T (X f ) as the initial 'reading' of t for the continued evolution. It is clear that we cannot naïvely use the same procedure in the quantum theory asQ ± (τ f ),T (X) are now operators. Instead, the natural quantum analog is to exploit the quantum state, which we now know how to transform and to set initial clock readings after the switch in terms of expectation values:
In contrast to the classical case, this will in general not produce a continuous evolution from one clock to the other. In particular, in the quantum theory we will generally have
because of quantum uncertainties. The equal time surfaces for the two clocks correspond to orthogonal hypersurfaces in the extended configuration space R 2 and the physical state in H phys , corresponding to the reduced states in question, will generally be spread non-trivially over it. Indeed, in a semiclassical regime, clock changes have been thoroughly analyzed in a quantum phase space language, exhibiting jumps of order in expectation values when switching from the evolution of one clock to another [24] [25] [26] . In a forthcoming article [51] , it will be shown that the full quantum method of this article is equivalent to the effective clock changes of [24] [25] [26] , once restricted to the semiclassical regime.
Conclusions and outlook
By means of the parametrized particle, we have displayed a systematic method for switching between different choices of relational quantum clocks. This extends the recent approach to switching quantum reference systems [1, 2] , which thus far was only applied to spatial quantum reference frames, to the temporal case, underscoring its unifying character. Since the new method is fully quantum and developed directly at a Hilbert space level, our work also constitutes an extension of the semiclassical method of clock changes [24] [25] [26] , which, moreover, was formulated in the language of quantum phase spaces. In forthcoming work [51] , the equivalence of the two methods will be established, once restricting the novel method exhibited here and in [1, 2] to the semiclassical regime.
While here we have chosen a particularly simple toy model, it nevertheless showcases a surprisingly non-trivial behavior when choosing the particle's position as a quantum clock. In particular, we needed to carefully regularize the time-of-arrival observable in both the reduced and Dirac quantization in order to obtain a self-adjoint observable that admits the interpretation of a genuine quantum observable, incl. a probabilistic interpretation. Remarkably, our quantum reduction method correctly maps the regularized time-of-arrival observable from the canonical Dirac theory to its regularized form on the affine reduced theory relative to clock q, where in both cases we have used a symmetric operator ordering. This constitutes a non-trivial consistency check of our construction. We note that there is a debate in the literature about the physical interpretation of regularized time-of-arrival operators and, in fact, arguments that these cannot correspond to continuously monitoring the point of arrival in a laboratory [43] , but see also [42, 44] . This is, however, not a matter of concern for us here, our ambition being to demonstrate how non-trivial self-adjoint relational observables consistently transform between the different quantum theories, rather than considering the parametrized particle as a real physical system.
The quantum reduction method developed here and in [1, 2] , and which is key to the systematic switches of quantum reference systems, is completely general: namely, (i) choose a quantum reference system in the perspective-neutral Dirac quantum theory, (ii) trivialize the constraint(s) to the degrees of freedom of the reference system, which then become redundant, and finally (iii) project onto the classical gauge fixing conditions, corresponding to the choice of reference system, to remove the redundant degrees of freedom. In [76] , this is also confirmed in a simple quantum cosmological model where, again, one can consistently switch between different internal time functions and a novel perspective on the wave function of the universe ensues from the constructed quantum covariance.
In this article, we have profited from the clock t being globally monotonic and the clock q being well-behaved everywhere except at p = 0. Of course, in more general systems, especially in the presence of interactions between the clocks [26, 28, 29, 77] , this will become substantially more complicated and clocks will feature many turning points [5, 6, 8, 13, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . Indeed, as already emphasized, reduced quantum theories will fail to be globally valid in generic systems, owing to the Gribov problem, and so globally valid descriptions of the physics relative to a quantum reference system will generally fail to exist. Under such circumstances, it is clear that our method cannot globally relate the descriptions relative to different quantum reference systems. However, as already shown in [2] for the relational N -body problem, our method can consistently cope with such situations, providing non-global changes of perspective (for transient changes of relational clocks, see also [24] [25] [26] ).
We thus propose this as a general perspective (on perspectives) in quantum cosmology and quantum gravity: to define a complete relational quantum theory as the conjunction of the quantum-referencesystem-neutral Dirac quantized theory and the multitude of reduced quantum theories, corresponding to the different choices of quantum reference system. In particular, we propose this as the path to establishing a genuine quantum notion of general covariance in quantum gravity, which means to be able to consistently switch between arbitrary choices of quantum reference systems, each of which can be used as a vantage point to describe the physics of the remaining degrees of freedom. If successful, the multiple choice problem would thereby turn into a multiple choice feature of the complete relational quantum theory, just like the possibility to choose arbitrary reference frames in general relativity is one of its celebrated features. In particular, this also links with the diffeomorphism invariance in quantum gravity: the diffeomorphism-invariant physical Hilbert space of the Dirac quantized theory, e.g. in loop quantum gravity [9, 27, 69] , would then assume the role of the perspective-neutral quantum structure, via which all the reduced quantum theories, corresponding to all possible quantum reference systems could be consistently linked, in some analogy to coordinate changes on a manifold [1] (see also [50] for an operational approach to quantum covariance). Just like coordinate changes, these changes of perspective need not be globally valid, as discussed above. A Action and constraint for the parametrized free particle
The action of the (unparametrized) non-relativistic free particle with configuration space Q = R reads
where a˙denotes a derivative with respect to (absolute) time t, which here is external and thus nondynamical. Note that the Lagrangian is a function on T Q = R 2 , the space of positions and velocities. Henceforth, we shall set m = 1/2 for later convenience, so we do not have to carry around factors of m/2 in the canonical formulation.
Our aim is to promote t to a dynamical variable on an extended configuration space Q ext := R 2 , coordinatized by (t, q), in such a way that the solutions (t(s), q(s)), in a new evolution parameter s and following from an extended action principle, are equivalent to the solutions q(t) following from the original action (A.1). It is already clear that the extended system must be subject to a reparametrization symmetry, since changing the new evolution parameter s →s(s) will change the parametrization of the orbit (t(s(s)), q(s(s))) in Q ext , but not the orbit and, in particular, not the relations between t and q along that orbit. Indeed, the correct action for the extended system is given by [9, 21, 69, 70] 
where L(q,q) = 1/4q 2 is the original, unextended Lagrangian and a ′ denotes differentiation with respect to s. Notice that L ext is now a function on T Q ext = R 4 . Invariance of S ext under reparametrizations s →s(s) is manifest. Given the form of the action, it is also clear that S ext will take the same values on a path (t(s), q(s)) with fixed initial (t i = t(s i ), q i = q(s i )) and final (t f = t(s f ), q f = q(s f )) as the original action (A.1) does on a path q(t) with fixed initial q i = q(t i ) and final q f = q(t f ).
Upon Legendre transforming to the extended phase space T * Q ext = R 4 , we find
Note that the last equation yields the primary constraint
i.e. the Legendre transformation is not surjective and maps to a constraint surface C in T * Q ext , defined by (A.4), where the momenta are not independent. Here ≈ denotes a weak equality, i.e. an equality which only holds on C.
In fact, the extended Hamiltonian is up to a factor equal to this constraint because
which is why we have added the index H to emphasize that it is a Hamiltonian constraint, which also generates the dynamics. There is thus no secondary constraint.
In standard systems, a Hamiltonian does not depend on velocities. However, the appearance of t ′ here reflects the reparametrization invariance of the system and the fact that we now have a whole plethora of non-dynamical evolution parameters s to choose from. In fact, we can consider t ′ as an arbitrary factor. Thanks to (A.3), the relation between the velocities (t ′ , q ′ ) and the momenta (p t , p) is many-to-one, as we can rescale the velocities by an arbitrary non-vanishing factor without changing the image of the Legendre transformation. It is therefore consistent to simply replace t ′ by an arbitrary non-vanishing factor N , usually called the lapse function, so that we really have H ext = N C H and the arbitrariness in the lapse accounts for the arbitrariness in the parametrization of the dynamics. Indeed, the dynamics of some function F on the constraint surface C reads 6) and different choices of lapse N amount to considering the dynamics in different parametrizations s. In particular, choosing N = 1, as we shall do in the main text, amounts to choosing a parametrization such that t grows linearly in s. Hence, C H is the generator of changes in a parametrization s in which t grows linearly. Yet, since C H thereby generates dynamics in a non-dynamical parameter s, we cannot directly interpret this as the physical motion because all physical information must reflect the gauge invariance of the action S ext and should thus be independent of the parametrization. The physical, i.e. reparametrization-invariant motion will thus be encoded in the relations among the variables t, q, p t , p, and we shall discuss this in detail in the main text. There we will also see that the relational dynamics will be fully equivalent to the original unextended dynamics of (A.1), once choosing t as a 'clock'.
B Classical gauge transformation for clock switches
In coordinates, the embedding map of the reduced phase space in t-time into the constraint surface reads
and has the image C ∩ G t=0 . Conversely, the projection
drops all redundant information and we have π t=0 • ι q|t = Id P q|t . Analogously, one constructs
It is easy to derive the gauge transformation that takes C ∩ G t=0 to C ∩ G q=0 . Let α s CH denote the flow generated by C H on C, where s is the flow parameter as before. Gauge transforming a function F corresponds to transporting its argument along the flow α s CH · F (x) = F (α s CH (x)), x ∈ C, and reads
where {F, P } k = {. . . {{F, P }, P }, . . . , P } is the k-nested Poisson bracket of F with C H . Clearly,
Hence, the gauge transformation from C ∩ G t=0 to C ∩ G q=0 is
i.e. flowing with 'parameter distance' s = −q(x)/2p(x), where q(x), p(x) are the values of q, p on the orbit prior to the transformation (of course, p takes the same value on the entire orbit). This transformation is only defined for p = 0. Similarly, the inverse transformation from C ∩ G q=0 to C ∩ G t=0 reads
This finally permits us to write down the maps between the various reduced phase spaces. Firstly,
Notice that q = 0 intersects of course both C + ⊂ C and C − ⊂ C (modulo the issues for p = 0) and so S t→q± indeed maps the p < 0 part (the left moving sector) of the phase space P q|t to P + and the p > 0 part (the right moving sector) of the phase space P q|t to P − . Conversely, we have
C Consistency of the Heisenberg equations in q time
We would like to show that, as claimed in (3.15),
To this end, notice that [T ± ,Ĥ ± ] = ±[t δ± , √ −p t ] and
Next, we resort to the non-regularized ( √ −p t ) −1 , defined through spectral decomposition. This is not a self-adjoint operator as it becomes unbounded for p t → 0. However, by spectral decomposition and l'Hospital's rule it still satisfies ( √ −p t ) −1 · √ −p t = 1 and this is all we need here. Indeed, by acting with it on (C.2) from both sides we find
where (p t )
is defined in (3.11) . Notice that (p t )
is defined in (3.13). Hence, in conjunction we recover (C.1).
D Inverting the constraint trivialization in q time
We begin by showing that, as claimed in sec. 3.5,
Indeed, using (3.40, 3.41) we find
We can now use that
which can be checked by employing, e.g., the representation
−∞ dp dp t |p q |p t tq p| t p t | , θ(−p) = 0 −∞ ∞ −∞ dp dp t |p q |p t tq p| t p t | . (D.4)
We thus have
Finally, by evaluating this last expression in the explicit representation of physical states in the form (3.21), it is easy to convince oneself that
Note that this last step is only possible for ǫ > 0 and only on H phys . This step also requires carefully using that θ(0) = 
E Time-of-arrival observables under constraint trivialization
We will show that the time-of-arrival quantum Dirac observables (3.31) transform under the constraint trivialization map T q to the form given in (3.48) . For convenience, we rephrase (3.31) here:
Calculating the transformations of these observables under T q purely algebraically, i.e. without worrying about the states that these operators act on is rather cumbersome. We will therefore make use of a trick: given any Dirac observableÔ on H phys , T qÔ T 
and subsequently extracting the right hand side from it. This turns out to be much simpler. We begin withP T (X). Given thatp t commutes with T q it is obvious that
We continue withT (X), which requires substantially more work. We will divide the task into three parts (A)-(C), corresponding to the three summands inT (X) in (E.1).
(A) We first compute
q , which, in fact, can be done without the trick. We wish to compute [T q ,t δ ]. Sincet δ , defined in (3.29), commutes with θ(±p), this step only requires
Since by (3.30) [t δ ,p t ] = ip t (p t )
−1 δ
we can simply repeat the algebraic steps of appendix C, which were carried out fort δ± of the reduced theories on H ± , but now fort δ defined on H kin , finding in complete analogy In fact, this last equation only holds for p t < 0. For p t = 0 it yields 1 2q |−ǫ q |p t t , due to θ(0) = 1 2 , just like actually (E.8) does for p t = 0.
In complete analogy, one can check that e −iq ( √ −pt−ǫ) θ(−p)q |± √ −p t q |p t t = 1 ± 1 2q |ǫ q |p t t (E.10)
(except that at p t = 0 one again actually has 1 2q |ǫ q |p t t for both cases). Combining all these results, it is straightforward to convince oneself that T q (X −q) (p) −∞ dp pq δ(p ± √ −p t ) + +δ −δ dp p δ 2q δ(p ± √ −p t ) + +∞ +δ dp pq δ(p ± √ −p t ) |p q |p t t = q (p) 13) where from the first to the second line we have inserted a completeness relation 1 q = dp |pp|. From the second to the third line we have used thatq acts as a derivative operator, and in this last step we have defined the regularized inverse square power of p as follows: (E.14)
Notice that theq (p) −1 δ term in (E.13) will lead to exactly the same result as (B). On the other hand, comparing (E.14) with (3.28) and using the representation of physical states (3.21) , it is easy to see that 
F Recovering the reduced evolving observables in q time
In this appendix, we prove that, as claimed in (3.53) (the second equation in (3.53) is evident):
Given that the two definitions of ( √ −p t ) −1 δ on H ± in (3.11) and on H kin in (3.28) coincide upon identifying |p t ± = √ −p t |p t t (as done in (3.52)) and commute with (−p t ) 1/4 , we only have to check the transformation oft δ in (E.17). This is an operator (3.29) defined on H kin , whilet δ± above is defined on H ± in (3.10). Working directly in momentum representation and recalling the definition (3.29), we find Notice thatt δ still appears in this expression, rather thant δ± . Since this observable now acts on states of the form (3.52), it thus remains to be shown thatt δ |ψ ± =t δ± |ψ ± . We continue to work in momentum representation from abovê t δ |ψ ± =t δ 0 −∞ dp t −p t ψ ± (p t ) |∓ǫ q |p t ± =t δ 0 −∞ dp t √ −p t ψ ± (p t ) |∓ǫ q |p t t = −δ 2 −∞ dp t i ∂ pt ψ ± (p t ) √ −p t |∓ǫ q |p t t + 0 −δ 2 dp t − i p t δ 2 ∂ pt − i 2δ 2 ψ ± (p t ) √ −p t |∓ǫ q |p t t = −δ 2 −∞ dp t −p t i ∂ pt − i 2p t ψ ± (p t ) |∓ǫ q |p t ± + 0 −δ 2 dp t −p t − i p t δ 2 ∂ pt ψ ± (p t ) |∓ǫ q |p t ± .
From the first to the second line we have used thatt δ is defined on H kin and thus a derivative operator with respect to the standard Lebesgue measure. Recall now from (3.10) that G Switching between t and q time in the quantum theory
It is straightforward to verify the claim of sec. 3.6. We had
We can now simplify this map considerably, using only properties of the reduced Hilbert spaces. To this end, we perform the variable transformations p = − √ −p t for p < 0 and p = √ −p t for p > 0 and write |ψ q|t = ∞ −∞ dp ψ q|t (p) |p q = 0 −∞ dp t 2 √ −p t ψ kin (− √ −p t , p t ) |− √ −p t q + ψ kin ( √ −p t , p t ) | √ −p t q .
Recalling q p|p ′ q = δ(p − p ′ ), while ± p t |p
, it is now straightforward to check that √ 2P q→t θ(∓p) |p| |ψ q|t = 1
where, in some analogy to the parity-swap operator of [1, 50] , we have defined
We thus have the equivalenceŜ t→q± ≡ √ 2P q→t θ(∓p) |p| . The right hand side is now only expressed in terms of structures from the reduced Hilbert spaces.
Conversely, we hadŜ q±→t |ψ ± = θ(∓p) |ψ q|t .
(G.4)
This map can also be simplified and expressed entirely in terms of properties of the reduced Hilbert spaces. Indeed, using the same variable transformations as above, it is easy to check that
where, in analogy to (G.3), we have defined the swap P t→q± |p t ± := √ −p t |∓ √ −p t q . (G.6)
